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O
NE OF THE MOST thrilling aspects of the  
Dungeons & Dragons® game is combat. Each  
character has a broad range of options to best  

dispatch the enemy. Whether blasting foes with lightning  
bolt or sweeping through them with giant’s wake, all PCs  
can contribute a battle’s outcome in exciting ways.
 In the D&D world, finding foes to oppose is rarely a 
problem. Within places from dungeons to dark forests, foul 
denizens are plentiful. Although taking the battle to such 
enemies is what the game is all about, only rarely do you 
have the opportunity unleash all your capabilities.
 You have to carefully husband your resources so you 
don’t come up short at the wrong moment. Managing those 
resources is part of what makes the game challenging and 
fun. But, from time to time, it’s more fun to just go all out. 
Going all out is where gladiatorial contests come in.
 This article explores the gladiatorial realm through the 
lens of the D&D game. Certain elements here might derive 
from real-world examples, but all are adapted to fit within 
the game’s high-fantasy needs and mechanical expectations. 
The character concepts, new feats, new paragon path, new 
multiclass options, and new gear herein will help you bring 
the arena to your character and game table.
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We Who Are 
About to Die...

by Robert J. Schwalb

D&D Gladiators

“The heat of combat, the roar of the crowds, 
the stench of your enemies’ fear . . . nothing like 
it. Now get into that arena and fight!”
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GlADiAtOr COnCepts

From the grand coliseums of respectable cities to 
the claustrophobic death rings of seedy settlements, 
arenas present opportunities for warriors to test their 
mettle and hone their talents. Some are cruel affairs, 
designed to put victims in impossible situations from 
which they have little hope of escape. Others are 
centers of sport, where strength and honor are more 
important than bloodletting. Whatever the environ-
ment, the arena draws a variety of combatants to 
delight and horrify gathered crowds. This section 
offers a range of motivations and backgrounds to help 
you visualize your unique gladiatorial champion.

Criminal
“Fighting on the streets got me here. One day, a hard fight 
in the arena will win me free.”

Some cultures consign criminals to the fighting pits 
as punishment. In the arena, a criminal can fight for 
freedom and even prove innocence with a trial by 
combat. Such a fate is rarely heroic, however. Most 
convicted warriors find their lives cut short in one-
sided bouts against professional gladiators, where 
the criminals wear decorative armor and use dull 
weapons. Others face hideous monsters or unspeak-
able traps. Those who survive lose their innocence, if 
they ever had it, and learn to do what they must to see 
another day.

Enthusiast
“I thrive on it. Fighting and winning in there let’s you know 
you’re alive”

Fool or would-be hero, the enthusiast is drawn to the 
arena for the love of the sport, as a test of strength 
or worth, or the desire to achieve something else 
by surviving a fight in the ring. Enthusiasts can be 
found among all sorts, from primitive warriors in 
a right of passage to professional soldiers in nonle-

thal tournaments. Some fight to settle disputes with 
rivals. Others engage in the contests for the thrill of 
legalized killing. Whatever the case might be, such 
participants are not likely to make a career out of this 
sort of combat. Numerous warriors who get a taste of 
the fighting pits find it difficult to sample again.

Indebted
”They say you can’t squeeze gold out of empty pockets.  
I’m proof you can wring out some blood.”

Debt is ugly. Owing anyone anything can come back 
to bite you, even if you come by the debt honestly. 
An indebted gladiator is one who is making amends, 
working to pay off obligations, or keeping an extor-
tionist at bay. Some might fight to remove a stain on 
their reputation or to earn enough coin to free loved 
ones from captivity. Depending on the circumstances, 
the gladiator might be reckless, having little left to 
live for, or careful, with everything to lose. Indebted-
ness rarely lasts forever, though, unless you make 
another unwise bargain or you owe a dishonest some-
one who just doesn’t want to lose good gladiator.

Professional
“It pays well, and it lets me give the bad guys a little  
taste of justice.”

Professional gladiators fight as a means of income, 
sometimes as part entertainer and part executioner. 
Practiced veterans of numerous engagements, these 
warriors know their way around an arena. They know 
just what maneuvers to use, what weapons to employ, 
and how to gain the crowd’s approval. The more the 
audience likes a gladiator, the better the pay, so the 
professional works to give the masses a good show. A 
good strategy is dragging out the fight a little longer 
than necessary, toying with a foe to heighten the ten-
sion. Ending the fight in a brutal display of violence 
is another, giving the people exactly the carnage they 
came to see.

Revenge
“Blood is bound to f low this day. I warrant it will be yours!”

A rare few gladiators enter the arena to right a wrong. 
As unusual as it sounds, sometimes getting down and 
dirty in the fighting pits is just what’s needed to get 
back at the people who have crossed you. To such a 
gladiator, fighting in an arena is a means to an end. 
The target of hatred might be another pit fighter, 
someone who works the games, a patron who keeps 
a stable of gladiators, or a raving fan of the sport. A 
gladiator driven by vengeance might resolve a dispute 
after a single bloody match. Another might ravage 
the enemy financially or emotionally first, perhaps 
defeating the target’s personal champions one by one. 
Such a careful plotter only faces the real foe once 
everything else has been taken.

Slave
“I fight for freedom. I won’t stop until all our chains  
are broken.”

Only a corrupt and decadent society makes a sport 
of pitting slaves against the odds of the arena. Savage 
races—orcs, goblins, and troglodytes for example—
regularly have such spectacles. A slave gladiator who 
does well can bring fame and fortune to his or her 
master. As the master’s lot improves so might the 
slave’s. Most slave gladiators are unwilling combat-
ants, but a few actually take pleasure in the fight, 
exulting in the rewards of their successes. Those who 
enjoy this sort of grisly work are likely to become pro-
fessional gladiators when given a chance at freedom. 
For the rest, each bout is a dance with death. Such 
warriors split their time between contests honing 
their talents and searching for a way to escape. Those 
who fail eventually meet a bloody end, while those 
who succeed might just get that chance at freedom, 
vengeance, or both.
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GlADiAtOr OptiOns

Any character who has the courage can go into the 
arena and test his or her mettle, but it takes a train-
ing and experience to make a real gladiator. The 
following feats are for characters pursuing a  
gladiatorial fighting style.

Heroic Tier Feats
Any feat in the following section is available to a  
character of any level who meets the prerequisites.

Bloodthirsty Mien
 Prerequisite: Cha 15 or trained in Intimidate
 Benefit: Whenever you score a critical hit, you 
gain a +5 bonus to Intimidate checks until the end  
of the encounter.

Deft Footwork
 Prerequisite: Dex 13, any martial class
 Benefit: Whenever an opponent provokes an 
opportunity attack from you, you can shift 1 square 
as an opportunity action instead of making a melee 
basic attack.

Divine Rage [Divinity]
 Prerequisite: Channel Divinity class feature
 Benefit: You can invoke the power of your deity  
to use divine rage.

Channel Divinity: Divine Rage Feat Power
You welcome the wrath of the divine into your body,  
becoming a vessel of spiritual power.

Encounter ✦ Divine, Implement 
Minor Action  Close burst 1
Target: Each enemy in burst.
Attack: Wisdom vs. Will 
Hit: You push the target 1 square, and the target takes a 

–2 penalty to attack rolls until the end of your next turn.
Miss: You push the target 1 square.
Special: You must take the Divine Rage feat to use  

this power.

Double Team [Warlord]
 Prerequisite: Warlord
 Benefit: When making a melee attack, you can take 
a –2 penalty to the attack roll. If the attack hits, another 
ally adjacent to the target gains a +3 bonus to damage 
rolls against the target until the end of your next turn.

Fearless Mind
 Prerequisite: Wis 15, any martial class
 Benefit: You gain a +2 feat bonus to saving throws 
against charm and fear effects, and a +1 feat bonus to 
your Will defense against charm and fear effects.

Feign Injury
 Prerequisite: Trained in Bluff
 Benefit: Whenever you make a successful Bluff 
check in combat to gain combat advantage while you 
are bloodied, you can also pull the target 1 square.

Grim Promise
 Prerequisite: Trained in Intimidate
 Benefit: Whenever you score a critical hit against 
an enemy, that enemy takes a –2 penalty to attack 
rolls until the end of your next turn.

Pin Down [Fighter]
 Prerequisite: Str 17, fighter
 Benefit: A prone target you are grabbing can’t 
stand until you end the grab or until it escapes.

Shield Fighting
 Prerequisite: Dex 15, proficient with a shield
 Benefit: Until the start of your next turn, you can 
forgo the shield bonus to AC and Reflex defense to 
gain a +1 bonus to damage rolls.

Sickening Finish
 Prerequisite: Trained in Intimidate
 Benefit: Whenever you drop an enemy to 0 hp, 
you gain a +1 feat bonus to all your defenses until the 
end of your next turn.

Staff Fighting
 Prerequisite: Wis 13, proficient with a quarterstaff
 Benefit: You can treat the quarterstaff as a 
double weapon. As a double weapon, the staff deals 
1d8/1d8 damage and gains the defensive and off-
hand properties. For more on double weapons, see 
Adventurer’s Vault 10.

Underhanded Tactics [Rogue]
 Prerequisite: Rogue, Sneak Attack class feature
 Benefit: Whenever you deal Sneak Attack 
damage, you can forgo rolling 1 die of that damage to 
impose a –2 penalty to the target’s attack rolls until 
the end of your next turn. 

Paragon Tier Feats
Any feat in the following section is available to a charac-
ter of 11th level or higher who meets the prerequisites.

Brutal Finish
 Prerequisite: Cha 17 or trained in Intimidate
 Benefit: Whenever you reduce an enemy to 0 hit 
points by using an encounter or daily attack power, 
each adjacent enemy takes a –2 penalty to its Will 
defense until the end of your next turn.

Called Shot
 Prerequisite: Prime Shot class feature
 Benefit: Whenever you successfully hit a target 
against whom you received your Prime Shot bonus, 
your attack deals an additional 5 damage.

Serpent Strike Fighting
 Prerequisite: Str 17, Dex 17, Two-Weapon Fighting
 Benefit: While you hold a spear in one hand and a 
flail in the other, targets hit by your opportunity attacks 
take a –2 penalty to AC until the end of your next turn.
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 Circling Strike (ranger, MP 43): Before and after the 
attack with this exploit, your beast companion can 
shift 1 square.
 Disheartening Strike (rogue, MP 73): If you hit with 
this exploit and are trained in Intimidate, one enemy 
adjacent to your target takes a –2 penalty to attack 
rolls until the end of your next turn.
 Opening Shove (warlord, MP 103): If the ally shifts 
and ends its movement in a space adjacent to you or 
your target, that ally gains a +1 power bonus to AC 
until the end of your next turn.
 Reaping Strike ( fighter, PH 77): If you miss with this 
exploit, you can deal damage to the target or one enemy 
adjacent to the target.

Arkhosian High Style [Arena 
Fighting]
 Prerequisites: Cha 13 or dragonborn race, any 
martial class
 Benefit: You gain a benefit with any of the follow-
ing exploits you possess.
 Commander’s Strike (warlord, PH 145): If the ally 
hits, you can shift 1 square.
 Piercing Strike (rogue, PH 118): If you score a critical 
hit with this exploit, the target takes a –2 penalty to 
AC until the end of your next turn.
 Reaping Strike ( fighter, PH 77): If you are a drag-
onborn, in lieu of dealing damage on a miss, you can 
instead use your dragon breath racial power as a  
free action.

Battle-Scarred Veteran [Arena 
Fighting]
 Prerequisites: Con 13, any martial class
 Benefit: You gain a benefit with any of the follow-
ing exploits you possess.
 Crushing Surge ( fighter, MP 7): If you have no tem-
porary hit points when you use this exploit, you gain a 
+1 bonus to the attack roll.

 Deft Strike (rogue, PH 118): If you take damage from an 
opportunity attack provoked by the movement this exploit 
grants, reduce that damage by your Constitution modifier.
 Nimble Strike (ranger, PH 105): If you shift before 
the attack and you hit, you can also shift 1 square 
after the attack.
 Viper’s Strike (warlord, PH 145): If the target pro-
vokes an opportunity attack from your ally and that 
attack hits, it deals extra damage equal to your Con-
stitution modifier.

Binding Style [Arena Fighting]
 Prerequisites: Dex 13, Two-Weapon Fighting, 
any martial class
 Benefit: You gain a benefit with any of the follow-
ing exploits you possess.
 Dual Strike ( fighter, MP 7): While you wield a spear 
and a f lail, if both attacks hit, you can immobilize the 
target until the end of your next turn instead of deal-
ing damage to it.
 Twin Strike (Ranger, PH 105): While you wield a 
spear and a f lail, if you hit one creature with both 
attacks, you can slide that target 1 square.

Catspaw Style [Arena Fighting]
 Prerequisites: Cha 13, any martial class
 Benefit: You gain a benefit with any of the follow-
ing exploits you possess.
 Footwork Lure ( fighter, MP 7): If you hit with this 
exploit, you can forgo shifting and instead slide the 
target 1 square to any space adjacent to you.
 Predator Strike (ranger, MP 43): If your beast com-
panion has combat advantage against the target, and 
you hit with this exploit, you knock the target prone.
 Sly Flourish (rogue, PH 118): If you score a critical 
hit with this exploit, the next ally that hits the target 
before the end of your next turn deals extra damage 
equal to your Charisma modifier.

Two-Weapon Ambush
 Prerequisite: Dex 17, Two-Weapon Fighting
 Benefit: While you wield two weapons and 
attack foes that grant you combat advantage, your 
primary weapon gains the brutal 1 property  
(see Adventurer’s Vault 8).

Epic Tier Feats
Any feat in the following section is available to a charac-
ter of 21st level or higher who meets the prerequisites.

Crushing Grab [Fighter]
 Prerequisite: Str 19, fighter
 Benefit: Each round you sustain a grab on your 
turn, the target of the grab takes damage equal to  
5 + your Strength modifier.

Tactical Action [Warlord]
 Prerequisite: Int 19, Tactical Presence class feature
 Benefit: Whenever an ally you can see spends an 
action point to make an extra attack and misses on 
that attack, that ally can make a basic attack against 
the same target as a free action.

Arena Fighting Feats
Competitive fighting in the arena breeds a wide range 
of fighting styles, combat techniques suited for con-
tests scrutinized by countless bloodthirsty spectators. 
Arena fighting feats help individualize the different 
forms and tactics gladiators use. Each feat is open 
to martial characters and provides modifications to 
at-will exploits. The exploits are associated with the 
page on which they appear in the Player’s Handbook  
or Martial Power (MP).

Arena Specialist [Arena Fighting]
 Prerequisites: Int 13, any martial class
 Benefit: You gain a benefit with any of the follow-
ing exploits you possess.
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 Wolf Pack Tactics (warlord, PH 145): If you score a 
critical hit with this exploit, an ally adjacent to you or the 
target can shift 1 square.

Daring Performer [Arena 
Fighting]
 Prerequisites: Cha 13, any martial class
 Benefit: You gain a benefit with any of the follow-
ing exploits you possess.
 Brash Assault (warlord, MP 103): Whenever the 
enemy’s granted attack is a critical hit, your ally’s  
successful granted basic attack is also a critical hit.
 Deft Strike (rogue, PH 118): You can choose not to 
move 2 squares before the attack to instead make 
a Bluff check to gain combat advantage against the 
target as a free action. You can still use Bluff in this 
way only once per encounter.

Deft Hurler Style [Arena 
Fighting]
 Prerequisites: Dex 13 or half ling race, any  
martial class
 Benefit: You gain a benefit with any of the follow-
ing exploits you possess.
 Cleave ( fighter, PH 77): You can forgo dealing damage 
to the adjacent enemy to instead make a ranged basic 
attack with a heavy thrown weapon. This ranged 
basic attack does not provoke opportunity attacks.
 Sly Flourish (rogue, PH 118): If you are a half ling 
and use second chance to change an attack from a hit 
to a miss, you can use this exploit to make a ranged 
attack as a free action.
 Twin Strike (ranger, PH 105): If you are wielding two 
light thrown weapons and both attacks miss, you can 
shift 1 square after the attack.

Exotic Fighting Style [Arena 
Fighting]
 Prerequisites: Any martial class, proficiency with 
a superior weapon
 Benefit: You gain a benefit with any of the follow-
ing exploits you possess.
 Brash Assault (warlord, MP 103): If you are wielding 
a superior weapon and you hit with this exploit, the 
target does not have combat advantage against you if 
it makes the granted basic attack.
 Disheartening Strike (rogue, MP 73): If you are wield-
ing a superior weapon and hit with this exploit, you 
can push the target 1 square.
 Sure Strike ( fighter, PH 77): If you are wielding a 
superior weapon and hit with this exploit, you can 
add the weapon’s proficiency bonus to the damage 
roll.
 Twin Strike (ranger, PH 105): If you are wielding a 
double weapon, you can shift 1 square after the first 
attack.

Expert Charioteer [Arena 
Fighting]
 Prerequisites: Dex 13, any martial class
 Benefit: You gain a benefit with any of the follow-
ing exploits you possess.
 Careful Attack (ranger, PH 105): If you are in a 
moving vehicle and you hit with this exploit, you gain 
cover against the next attack that targets you until the 
end of your next turn.
 Commander’s Strike (warlord, PH 145): If you are in 
a moving vehicle, the ally can shift 1 square after the 
granted attack as a free action.
 Reaping Strike ( fighter, PH 77): If you are in a 
moving vehicle and you hit with this exploit, you gain 
a bonus to the damage roll equal to your Dexterity 
modifier.

Fluttering Leaf Style [Arena 
Fighting]
 Prerequisites: Wis 13 or elf race, any martial 
class
 Benefit: You gain a benefit with any of the follow-
ing exploits you possess.
 Deft Strike (rogue, PH 118): You can move 3 squares 
before the attack instead of 2.
 Footwork Lure ( fighter, MP 7): You can shift 2 
squares instead of 1, but you must end the shift adja-
cent to the target.
 Hit and Run (ranger, PH 105): If you move after the 
attack, you can move up to your speed + 2.
 Nimble Strike (ranger, PH 105): If you are an elf and 
you miss with this attack, and you use your elven accu-
racy racial power to reroll, you can add a +2 bonus to 
the reroll.
 Viper’s Strike (warlord, PH 145): If the target shifts 
before the end of your next turn, you can also shift 1 
square to a space adjacent to the target.

Grudge Style [Arena Fighting]
 Prerequisites: Wis 13 or dwarf race, any martial 
class
 Benefit: You gain a benefit with any of the follow-
ing exploits you possess.
 Careful Attack (ranger, PH 105): If the target dealt 
you damage since the end of your last turn, you deal 
extra damage with this exploit equal to your Wisdom 
modifier.
 Furious Smash (warlord, PH 145): If the target dealt 
you damage since the end of your last turn, you gain a 
+2 bonus to the attack roll with this exploit.
 Riposte Strike (rogue, PH 118): If you hit with the 
immediate interrupt attack this exploit grants, the 
target takes a –2 penalty to AC and Reflex defense 
until the end of your next turn.
 Sure Strike ( fighter, PH 77): If the target dealt you 
damage since the end of your last turn, you deal 
extra damage with this exploit equal to your Wisdom 
modifier.
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Hunting Spider Style [Arena 
Fighting]
 Prerequisites: Dex 13 or drow race, any martial 
class
 Benefit: You gain a benefit with any of the follow-
ing exploits you possess.
 Dual Strike ( fighter, MP 7): Against a target that 
cannot see you, you can reroll one attack roll for this 
exploit, but you must use the second result.
 Predator Strike (ranger, MP 43): If you and your 
beast companion are f lanking the target, you can shift 
1 square after the attack.
 Viper’s Strike (warlord, PH 145): If the target shifts 
before the end of your next turn and your ally hits, 
the target also grants combat advantage until the end 
of your next turn.

Menacing Brute Style [Arena 
Fighting]
 Prerequisites: Con 13 or Cha 13, any martial 
class
 Benefit: You gain a benefit with any of the follow-
ing exploits you possess.
 Brash Assault (warlord, MP 103): If the target makes 
a melee basic attack against you, it grants combat 
advantage to one ally within 5 squares until the end 
of your next turn.
 Brash Strike ( fighter, MP 7): If you hit with this 
exploit, the target also takes a –1 penalty to Will 
defense until the end of your next turn.
 Circling Strike (ranger, MP 43): If you hit with this 
exploit and the target moves or shifts before the end 
of your next turn, your beast companion can shift 1 
square as a free action.

Mocking Knave Style [Arena 
Fighting]
 Prerequisites: Cha 13, any martial class
 Benefit: You gain a benefit with any of the follow-
ing exploits you possess.
 Opening Shove (warlord, MP 103): If your ally scores 
a critical hit against the target with the granted melee 
basic attack, that ally can also push the target 1 
square.
 Sly Flourish (rogue, PH 118): If you score a critical 
hit with this exploit, the target also takes penalty to 
attack rolls equal to one-half your Charisma modifier 
(minimum 1) until the end of your next turn.
 Tide of Iron ( fighter, PH 77): If you hit with this 
exploit, you can forgo pushing the target to instead 
pull one ally you can see 1 square and shift 1 square.

Nerathi Vanguard Style [Arena 
Fighting]
 Prerequisites: Con 13 or human race, any mar-
tial class
 Benefit: You gain a benefit with any of the follow-
ing exploits you possess.
 Commander’s Strike (warlord, PH 145): If you are 
wielding a shield when you use this exploit, one ally 
adjacent to you gains a +1 shield bonus to AC until the 
end of your next turn.
 Riposte Strike (rogue, PH 118): If the enemy attacks 
you before the start of your next turn, you can gain a 
+3 bonus to AC against that attack instead of taking 
the immediate interrupt attack this exploit grants.
 Sure Strike ( fighter, PH 77): If you are wielding a 
shield and you hit with this exploit, you gain a +1 feat 
bonus to AC until the end of your next turn.
 Twin Strike (ranger, PH 105): If you’re wielding two 
melee weapons and both attacks miss, you gain a +2 
shield bonus to AC against the target or targets of your 
attacks until the end of your next turn.

Spear and Shield Style [Arena 
Fighting]
 Prerequisites: Int 13, any martial class, profi-
ciency with a shield
 Benefit: You gain a benefit with any of the follow-
ing exploits you possess.
 Opening Shove (warlord, MP 103): While armed with 
a spear and a shield, you can shift into the space the 
target vacated after your attack.
 Tide of Iron ( fighter, PH 77): While armed with a 
spear and a shield, your reach extends by 1 square for 
using this exploit.
Spirited Rider [Arena Fighting]
 Prerequisites: Wis 13, Mounted Combat, any 
martial class
 Benefit: You gain a benefit with any of the follow-
ing exploits you possess.
 Cleave ( fighter, PH 77): If you charge while 
mounted, you can use cleave in place of a melee basic 
attack.
 Commander’s Strike (warlord, PH 145): If you are 
mounted, your mount can make the melee basic 
attack this power grants. If that attack hits, the target 
is pushed 1 square.

Starlight Duelist Style [Arena 
Fighting]
 Prerequisites: Dex 13 or eladrin race, any mar-
tial class
 Benefit: You gain a benefit with any of the follow-
ing exploits you possess.
 Dual Strike ( fighter, MP 7): If both attacks hit, you 
can shift 1 square to a square adjacent to the target.
 Hit and Run (ranger, PH 105): If you are an eladrin, 
you can use your fey step racial power, if it is available, 
as a free action after this attack.
 Riposte Strike (rogue, PH 118): If you are an eladrin, 
rather than make an attack as an immediate inter-
rupt, you can use your fey step racial power, if it is 
available, as an immediate reaction.
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Swift Blade Style [Arena 
Fighting]
 Prerequisites: Dex 13, Two-Weapon Fighting, any 
martial class
 Benefit: You gain a benefit with any of the follow-
ing exploits you possess.
 Dual Strike ( fighter, MP 7): If both attacks hit and 
you are wielding a light blade in each hand, you gain 
a +2 feat bonus to attack rolls and damage rolls with 
opportunity attacks until the start of your next turn.
 Twin Strike (ranger, PH 105): If both attacks hit and 
you are wielding a light blade in each hand, you deal 
extra damage equal to your Dexterity modifier.

Trickster’s Blade Style [Arena 
Fighting]
 Prerequisites: Cha 13, any martial class
 Benefit: You gain a benefit with any of the follow-
ing exploits you possess.
 Deft Strike (rogue, PH 118): If you score a critical 
hit with this exploit, you can shift 1 square after the 
attack.
 Footwork Lure ( fighter, MP 7): You can shift 1 square 
before the attack.
 Nimble Strike (ranger, PH 105): If you shift after the 
attack, one ally adjacent to you can shift 1 square as a 
free action. The ally’s shift must end in a square adja-
cent to the target.
 Viper’s Strike (warlord, PH 145): If you have combat 
advantage against the target and hit with this exploit, 
one ally adjacent to you can shift 1 square.

True Arrow Style [Arena 
Fighting]
 Prerequisites: Dex 13, any martial class
 Benefit: You gain a benefit with any of the follow-
ing exploits you possess.
 Careful Attack (ranger, PH 105): If you are wielding a 
ranged weapon and this attack misses, you can grant 
combat advantage to all enemies until the start of 

your next turn to make a ranged basic attack against 
the same target as a free action.
 Sly Flourish (rogue, PH 118): With this exploit, you 
take no penalty to your attack roll for attacking tar-
gets at long range.

Turathi Assault Style [Arena 
Fighting]
 Prerequisites: Int 13 or tief ling race, any martial 
class
 Benefit: You gain a benefit with any of the follow-
ing exploits you possess.
 Crushing Surge ( fighter, MP 7): If you hit with this 
exploit, you gain a +1 feat bonus to Fortitude until the 
start of your next turn.
 Furious Smash (warlord, PH 145): If you score a criti-
cal hit with this exploit, the target takes extra damage 
equal to your Constitution modifier and grants 
combat advantage to the next one of your allies to 
attack it.
 Twin Strike (ranger, PH 105): If your first attack 
with this exploit hits, you gain a +1 feat bonus to the 
second attack’s attack roll.

Untamed Berserker Style [Arena 
Fighting]
 Prerequisites: Con 13, any martial class
 Benefit: You gain a benefit with any of the follow-
ing exploits you possess.
 Brash Assault (warlord, MP 103): If your ally hits the 
target with the granted basic attack, you gain tempo-
rary hit points equal to your Constitution modifier.
 Cleave ( fighter, PH 77): You can forgo dealing 
damage to an adjacent enemy to instead gain tempo-
rary hit points equal to your Constitution modifier.
 Disheartening Attack (rogue, MP 73): If you hit with 
this exploit, you can add your Strength modifier as a 
feat bonus to Intimidate checks until the end of the 
encounter.

 Predator Strike (ranger, MP 43): Your beast compan-
ion can shift 1 square before the attack.

Warborn Fury Style [Arena 
Fighting]
 Prerequisites: Con 13 or warforged race, any 
martial class
 Benefit: You gain a benefit with any of the follow-
ing exploits you possess.
 Commander’s Strike (warlord, PH 145): If your ally 
hits with the granted melee basic attack, one ally adja-
cent to the target can shift 1 square.
 Nimble Strike (ranger, PH 105): If you forgo shifting 
before or after the attack, then if the target moves or 
shifts before the end of your next turn, you can shift 1 
square as a free action.
 Reaping Strike ( fighter, PH 77): If you’re wielding a 
two-handed weapon and you miss with this exploit, 
you deal damage equal to your Strength modifier +2.
 Riposte Strike (rogue, PH 118): If you hit with the 
granted immediate interrupt attack, the target takes a 
–3 penalty to its attack roll with the triggering attack.

Warding Shield Style [Arena 
Fighting]
 Prerequisites: Int 13, any martial class, proficient 
with a shield
 Benefit: You gain a benefit with any of the follow-
ing exploits you possess.
 Opening Shove (warlord, MP 103): If you are wield-
ing a shield, you can add your shield bonus as a feat 
bonus to your attack roll.
 Tide of Iron ( fighter, PH 77): If you hit with this 
exploit, an ally adjacent to the target gains a +1 shield 
bonus to AC until the end of your next turn or until 
the target leaves its square—whichever comes first.
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ArenA ChAmpiOn
One hundred battles have I fought, and each time I have 
emerged victorious. The crowds shall drown you with their 
cries. Thirsty sands shall drink your blood. Make peace with 
your gods, for I intend to speed you to them.

 Prerequisites: Trained in Intimidate, at least one 
Arena Fighting feat, any martial class

Forged in battle, tempered in cheers, and quenched 
in the blood of countless foes, you are an arena cham-
pion. Your lot is to fight for the favor of the crowds, 
to entertain them with the violence you know all too 
well. You have faced vicious beasts and battled scores 
of savage brutes plucked from the untamed frontiers. 
It makes no difference to you. Your job is to dispatch 
each one with f lair and skill, to please onlookers with 
your showmanship. You are their champion, and you 
aim to make sure your name lives on in the hearts 
and minds of those who adore you.

Arena Champion Path 
Features
 awing action (11th level): When you spend an 
action point, each enemy you hit this turn takes a –2 
penalty to defenses until the end of your next turn.
 Study Foe (11th level): Whenever you take the 
total defense action, you gain a bonus to your next 
attack roll equal to half your Charisma modifier or 
half your Wisdom modifier until the end of your next 
turn.
 Seize opening (16th level): Whenever you 
successfully use Bluff to gain combat advantage in 
combat, you can make a basic attack against that 
target as a free action.

Arena Champion Powers

Taxing Strike Arena Champion Attack 11
You know where to strike a foe to rob it of its strength.
Encounter ✦ Weapon
Standard Action     Melee or Ranged weapon
Effect: Make a basic attack with your weapon. On a hit, 

the target is also weakened until the end of your  
next turn.

Hidden Reserves Arena Champion Utility 12
Faced with defeat, you draw upon your implacable 
endurance for one last chance at victory.
Daily ✦ Healing
No Action          Personal
Trigger: You are reduced to 0 or fewer hit points
Effect: Spend a healing surge.

Bloodletting Strike     Arena Champion Attack 20
Your savaging unleashes a fountain of blood, putting your 
adversary on the defensive.
Daily ✦ Reliable, Weapon
Standard Action     Melee or Ranged weapon
Effect: Make a basic attack with your weapon. On a hit, 

the attack deals an additional 2[W] damage, and the 
target takes ongoing 10 damage and a –2 penalty to 
all defenses against you (save ends both).
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GlADiAtOrs’ ArsenAl

Equipment is everything to a warrior. Good weapons 
and armor ensure you survive to fight another day. 
The following items can be useful to any gladiator.

Armor
Protection is the name of the gladiatorial game. But 
a gladiator has to use armor that is stylish, revealing, 
and more effective than it might look. Such armor is 
the only way to keep up appearances while hedging 
against wounds.

Battle Harness Level 4+
Attack first, have your weapons ready, keep your vitals 
safe—this armor does it all.

Lvl 4 +1 840 gp Lvl 19 +4 105,000 gp
Lvl 9 +2 4,200 gp Lvl 24 +5 525,000 gp
Lvl 14 +3 21,000 gp Lvl 29 +6 2,625,000 gp
Armor: Cloth, Leather, Hide
Enhancement: AC
Property: As a free action, you can draw a sheathed 

weapon or retrieve a stowed item.
Power: You gain a power bonus to initiative equal to 

the item’s enhancement bonus.

Piecemeal Armor Level 5+
This armor, assembled from pieces of chain or scale, falsely 
seems to emphasize style over protection.

Lvl 5 +1 1,000 gp Lvl 20 +4 125,000 gp
Lvl 10 +2 5,000 gp Lvl 25 +5 625,000 gp
Lvl 15 +3 25,000 gp Lvl 30 +6 3,125,000 gp
Armor: Chain, Scale
Enhancement: AC
Power (Encounter): Immediate Interrupt. You can use 

this power when an enemy hits you. You gain a +2 
power bonus to AC against the triggering attack.

Savage Armor Level 2+
Grotesque faces contort on this armor’s surface, howling 
with glee as the battle rages.

Lvl 2 +1 520 gp Lvl 17 +4 65,000 gp
Lvl 7 +2 2,600 gp Lvl 22 +5 325,000 gp
Lvl 12 +3 13,000 gp Lvl 27 +6 1,625,000 gp
Armor: Scale, Plate
Enhancement: AC
Property: You gain an item bonus to Intimidate checks 

equal to the armor’s enhancement bonus.
Power (Daily): Minor Action. You shriek and your ar-

mor howls with you, pushing all adjacent enemies 1 
square.

Stanching Armor Level 3+
This form-fitting armor clings to you as if it were a second 
skin, sealing your wounds.

Lvl 3 +1 680 gp Lvl 18 +4 85,000 gp
Lvl 8 +2 3,400 gp Lvl 23 +5 425,000 gp
Lvl 13 +3 17,000 gp Lvl 28 +6 2,125,000 gp
Armor: Cloth, Leather
Enhancement: AC
Property: You gain an item bonus to saving throws 

against ongoing untyped damage equal to the armor’s 
enhancement bonus.

Power (Daily ✦ Healing): Minor Action. You spend 
a healing surge and regain hit points equal to your 
surge value + the armor’s enhancement bonus.

Vitality Armor Level 7+
When you take a serious wound while wearing this armor, 
it feeds you back a bit of your lost vigor.

Lvl 7 +2 2,600 gp Lvl 22 +5 325,000 gp
Lvl 12 +3 13,000 gp Lvl 27 +6 1,625,000 gp
Lvl 17 +4 65,000 gp 
Armor: Scale, Plate
Enhancement: AC
Property: When an enemy scores a critical hit against 

you, you gain temporary hit points equal to 5 + the 
armor’s enhancement bonus at the start of your  
next turn.

Weapons
Fighting in the arena is more than simply butchering 
your opponent. To have success, at least in the eyes 
of the audience, a gladiator must draw out the fight 
to make the entertainment last, employ weapons 
capable of producing spectacular results, and end the 
bout before interest wanes. Since battle is the means 
through which contests are solved, your choice of 
arms is integral to victory.
 Bola: Consisting of a set of two or three weighted 
spheres connected by cord, a bola tangles up oppo-
nents, but its spheres are also strong enough to inflict 
injuries.

Melee Weapons
Superior Melee Weapons

One-Handed
Weapon Prof Damage Range Price Weight Group Properties
Net +2 1d6 2/5 20 gp 6 lb. Flail Off-hand, heavy thrown
Whip +3 1d4 — 1 gp 2 lb. Flail Off-hand, reach

Ranged Weapons
Superior Ranged Weapons

One-Handed
Weapon Prof Damage Range Price Weight Group Properties
Bola +3 1d4 4/8 5 gp 2 lb. Flail Light thrown
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 net: This net consists of a web of rope or cord 
fitted with heavy weights. A trailing cord enables the 
wielder to control entangled opponents.
 Whip: Although an impractical weapon in most 
hands, a well-placed whip strike can put one’s oppo-
nent at a serious disadvantage.

Magic Weapons

Flensing Weapon Level 5+
Nasty serrations extend from this weapon, perfect for tear-
ing flesh.

Lvl 5 +1 1,000 gp Lvl 20 +4 125,000 gp
Lvl 10 +2 5,000 gp Lvl 25 +5 625,000 gp
Lvl 15 +3 25,000 gp Lvl 30 +6 3,125,000 gp
Weapon: Axe, Light Blade, Heavy Blade, Spear
Enhancement: Attack rolls and damage rolls
Critical: +1d6 damage per plus, or +1d8 damage per 

plus against bloodied targets
Power (Daily): Free Action. Use this power when you 

hit with the weapon. The target takes ongoing 5 dam-
age and is considered bloodied even if it has more hit 
points than its bloodied value (save ends).

 Level 15 or 20: Ongoing 10 damage.
 Level 25 or 30: Ongoing 15 damage.

Savage Weapon Level 13+
Cruelly shaped, this weapon fuels your courage and your 
alacrity. 

Lvl 13 +3 17,000 gp Lvl 23 +5 425,000 gp
Lvl 18 +4 85,000 gp Lvl 28 +6 2,125,000 gp
Weapon: Flail, Hammer, Mace
Enhancement: Attack rolls and damage rolls
Critical: +1d6 damage per plus
Property: You gain an item bonus to saving throws 

against fear effects equal to the weapon’s 
enhancement bonus.

Power (Daily): Free Action. Use this power when you 
successfully hit with this weapon. You can shift 1 
square and make a melee basic attack with this 
weapon.

Singing Weapon Level 9+
As you go about your bloody work, this elegant blade sings 
your praises.

Lvl 9 +2 4,200 gp Lvl 24 +5 525,000 gp
Lvl 14 +3 21,000 gp Lvl 29 +6 2,625,000 gp
Lvl 19 +4 105,000 gp 
Weapon: Heavy Blade, Light Blade
Enhancement: Attack rolls and damage rolls
Critical: +1d6 thunder damage per plus, and the target 

is deafened until the end of your next turn
Property: You gain an item bonus to Diplomacy checks 

equal to the weapon’s enhancement bonus.
Power (Daily ✦ Thunder): Free Action. Use this power 

when you hit with the weapon. Deal an extra 1d6 
thunder damage, and the target is dazed until the end 
of your next turn.

Victory Flash Weapon Level 8+
You strike your enemy down with dazzling flare, and this 
weapon responds in kind.

Lvl 8 +2 3,400 gp Lvl 23 +5 425,000 gp
Lvl 13 +3 17,000 gp Lvl 28 +6 2,125,000 gp
Lvl 18 +4 85,000 gp
Weapon: Any melee
Enhancement: Attack rolls and damage rolls
Critical: +1d6 damage per plus
Power (Daily): Free Action. Use this power when you 

reduce an enemy to 0 hit points with this weapon. 
Make a secondary attack. Secondary Attack: close 
burst 1; targets enemies; Strength vs. Will; the target 
is blinded until the end of your next turn.

WeApOn mAstery
FeAts

An arena match is a spectacle, so numerous gladia-
tors employ unusual weapons to impress spectators. 
A whip’s loud crack grabs the audience members and 
holds their attention, and tension builds when a net or 
bola entangles an enemy. Some warriors devote extra 
time and training to learning exotic maneuvers and 
tactics with these unusual weapons.
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 To gain such specialized proficiency in one of 
these weapons, you must select the relevant weapon 
mastery feat (see below). The feat grants not only 
proficiency, but also a special benefit. Moreover, it 
grants access to power-swap feats that provide those 
aforementioned exotic maneuvers and tactics. These 
exploits allow you to add more control to your array  
of martial attacks.
 Since the weapon mastery training feats require a 
great deal of focused training, each one is a multiclass 
feat. Normal rules for selecting multiclass feats apply.  

Bola Training [Multiclass]
 Prerequisites: Dex 13, any martial class
 Benefit: You gain proficiency with the bola.  
When you hit a target with your bola, you can forgo 
dealing damage to immobilize the target until the 
end of your next turn. On a critical hit, the target is 
also knocked prone.

Bola Novice
 Prerequisites: Bola Training, 4th level
 Benefit: You can swap one 3rd-level or higher 
encounter attack power you know for the binding bola 
attack power.

Binding Bola Feat Power
The weights entwine the cords around your target, wrap-
ping it so tightly so that it cannot maintain its momentum.

Encounter ✦ Weapon
Standard Action Ranged weapon
Requirement: You must be wielding a bola.
Target: One creature
Attack: Dexterity vs. Reflex
Hit: 2[W] + Dexterity modifier damage, and the target 

is immobilized until the end of your next turn. On a 
critical hit, the target is also knocked prone.

 At 11th level, increase to 3[W] damage.
 At 21st level, increase to 4[W] damage.

Bola Expert
 Prerequisites: Bola Training, 8th level
 Benefit: You can swap one 6th-level or higher  
utility power you know for the bola recovery utility 
power.

Bola Recovery Feat Power
With the bola back in hand, you ready it for another  
precise throw.

Encounter
Effect: Regain the use of the binding bola power.

Bola Specialist
 Prerequisites: Bola Training, 10th level
 Benefit: You can swap one 9th-level or higher 
daily attack power you know for the felling bola  
attack power.

Felling Bola Feat Power
Such is the force of your throw that you tangle up the en-
emy and knock it from its feet.

Daily ✦ Weapon
Standard Action Ranged weapon
Requirement: You must be wielding a bola.
Target: One creature
Attack: Dexterity vs. Reflex
Hit: 2[W] + Dexterity modifier + Strength modifier 

damage, and the target is knocked prone and  
cannot stand (save ends).

 At 15th level, increase to 3[W] damage.
 At 25th level, increase to 5[W] damage.
Miss: Half damage, and the target is knocked prone  

and cannot stand until the end of your next turn.

Net Training [Multiclass]
 Prerequisites: Str 13, any martial class
 Benefit: You gain proficiency with the net.  
When you hit a target with your net, the target is 
slowed until the end of your next turn.

Net Novice
 Prerequisites: Net Training, 4th level
 Benefit: You can swap one 3rd-level or higher 
encounter attack power you know for the net sweep 
attack power.

Net Sweep Feat Power
You sweep your net around, smashing your foes and bat-
tering down their weapons.

Encounter ✦ Weapon
Standard Action Close burst 1
Requirement: You must be wielding a net.
Targets: Each creature in burst
Attack: Strength vs. Fortitude
Hit: 1[W] + Strength modifier damage, and the target is 

slowed and takes a –2 penalty to attack rolls until the 
end of your next turn.

 At 11th level, increase to 2[W] damage.
 At 21st level, increase to 3[W] damage.

Net Expert
 Prerequisites: Net Training, 8th level
 Benefit: You can swap one 6th-level or higher  
utility power you know for the net shield utility power.

Net Shield Feat Power
You spin the net in front of you to foil your enemies’ 
attacks.

Encounter ✦ Weapon
Minor Action Personal
Requirement: You must be wielding a net.
Effect: Until the start of your next turn, you gain a +2 

power bonus to AC and Reflex defense.
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Net Specialist
 Prerequisites: Net Training, 10th level
 Benefit: You can swap one 9th-level or higher 
daily attack power you know for the net trap  
attack power.

Net Trap Feat Power
You fling the net so that it falls over your enemy. The more 
the foe struggles, the tighter the net’s grasp becomes.

Daily ✦ Weapon
Standard Action Melee 5
Requirement: You must be wielding a net.
Special: This attack has a reach of 5 regardless of the 

weapon’s actual reach.
Target: One creature
Attack: Strength vs. Reflex
Hit: 1[W] + Strength modifier damage, and the target 

is grabbed (until escape). While the target is grabbed, 
it takes a –5 penalty to attack rolls and rolls made to 
escape the grab. While grabbing the target, you can-
not make attacks with your net. You can sustain the 
grab as long as the target is within 5 squares  
of you.

 At 15th level, increase to 2[W] damage.
 At 25th level, increase to 3[W] damage.
Aftereffect: The target is slowed until the end of your 

next turn.
Miss: Half damage, and the target is immobilized until 

the end of your next turn, but it is not grabbed.

Whip Training [Multiclass]
 Prerequisites: Dex 13, any martial class
 Benefit: You gain proficiency with the whip. 
When you hit a target with your whip, that target 
takes a –2 penalty to attack rolls against a target of 
your choice until the end of your next turn.

Whip Novice
 Prerequisites: Whip Training, 4th level
 Benefit: You can swap one 3rd-level or higher 
encounter attack power you know for the whip snare 
attack power.

Whip Snare Feat Power
With a deft flick of the wrist, you coil your whip around 
your foe’s limb, giving you some control of where that  
enemy goes—down or toward you.

Frequency ✦ Weapon
Standard Action Melee weapon
Requirement: You must be wielding a whip.
Target: One creature
Attack: Dexterity vs. Reflex
Hit: 2[W] + Dexterity modifier damage, and you can 

knock the target prone or pull the target 1 square.
 At 11th level, increase to 3[W] damage.
 At 21st level, increase to 4[W] damage.

Whip Expert
 Prerequisites: Whip Training, 8th level
 Benefit: You can swap one 6th-level or higher  
utility power you know for the whip crack utility power.

Whip Crack Feat Power
You snap your whip, warning your enemy not to move 
carelessly.

Encounter ✦ Weapon
Minor Action Personal
Requirement: You must be wielding a whip.
Effect: Until the start of your next turn, when an enemy 

within your reach takes an action that provokes 
opportunity attacks from adjacent enemies, it 
provokes an opportunity attack from you.

Whip Specialist
 Prerequisites: Whip Training, 10th level
 Benefit: You can swap one 9th-level or higher 
encounter attack power you know for the entangling 
whip attack power.

Entangling Whip Feat Power
Your whip is like an extension of you, coiling around your 
enemy so you can drag that foe wherever you like.

Daily ✦ Weapon
Standard Action Melee weapon
Requirement: You must be wielding a whip.
Target: One creature
Attack: Dexterity vs. Reflex
Hit: 2[W] + Dexterity modifier damage, the target is 

grabbed (until escape) and knocked prone. The target 
takes a –5 penalty to escape the grab, and while you 
have the target grabbed you can pull it 1 square as a 
minor action. While grabbing the target, you cannot 
make attacks with the whip. You can sustain the grab 
as long as the target is within 2 squares of you.

 At 15th level, increase to 3[W] damage.
 At 25th level, increase to 4[W] damage.
Miss: The target is grabbed (until escape) and knocked 

prone. While you have the target grabbed you can 
pull it 1 square as a minor action. While grabbing the 
target, you cannot make attacks with the whip. You 
can sustain the grab as long as the target is within 2 
squares of you.
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Heroic Feats
Bloodthirsty Mien Cha 15 or trained in Intimidate +5 to Intimidate for the encounter on a crit
Deft Footwork Dex 13, any martial class Shift 1 instead of opportunity attack
Divine Rage Channel Divinity class feature Use Channel Divinity to invoke divine rage
Double Team Warlord –2 attack, grant ally +3 damage
Fearless Mind Wis 15, any martial class +2 to saving throws and +1 Will vs. charm and fear
Feign Injury Trained in Bluff Pull target 1 with successful Bluff to gain combat advantage
Grim Promise Trained in Intimidate Enemy you crit takes –2 to attack rolls
Pin Down Str 17, fighter Prone, grabbed targets can’t stand until escape
Shield Fighting Dex 15, proficient with a shield Forgo shield bonus to gain +2 damage with light blade
Sickening Finish Trained in Intimidate Drop foe to gain +1 to defenses
Staff Fighting Wis 13, proficient with a quarterstaff Treat quarterstaff as double weapon 
Underhanded Tactics Rogue, Sneak Attack class feature Foe takes –2 to attack instead of 1 die of sneak attack damage

Paragon Feats
Brutal Finish Cha 17 or trained in Intimidate Drop foe to grant adjacent enemies –2 Will
Called Shot Prime Shot class feature +5 damage against Prime Shot targets
Serpent Strike Fighting Str 17, Dex 17, Two-Weapon Fighting Armed with spear and flail, opportunity attacks grant –2 AC
Two-Weapon Ambush Dex 17, Two-Weapon Fighting Wielding two weapons against foe granting combat advantage, primary weapon gains  
   the brutal 1 property

Epic Feats
Crushing Grab Str 19, fighter Sustain grab to damage target
Tactical Action Int 19, Tactical Presence class feature Ally spends action point to attack and misses, makes basic attack as free action

Arena Fighting Feats
Arena Veteran Int 13, any martial class Augment at-will exploits
Arkhosian High Style Cha 13 or dragonborn race, any martial class Augment at-will exploits
Battle-Scarred Veteran Con 13, any martial class Augment at-will exploits
Binding Style Dex 13, Two-Weapon Fighting, any martial class Augment at-will exploits
Catspaw Style Cha 13, any martial class Augment at-will exploits
Daring Performer Cha 13, any martial class Augment at-will exploits
Deft Hurler Style Dex 13 or halfling race, any martial class Augment at-will exploits
Exotic Fighting Style Any martial class, proficiency with a superior weapon Augment at-will exploits
Expert Charioteer Dex 13, any martial class Augment at-will exploits
Fluttering Leaf Style Wis 13 or elf race, any martial class Augment at-will exploits
Grudge Style Wis 13 or dwarf race, any martial class Augment at-will exploits
Hunting Spider Style Dex 13 or drow race, any martial class Augment at-will exploits
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Menacing Brute Style Con 13 or Cha 13, any martial class Augment at-will exploits
Mocking Knave Style Cha 13, any martial class Augment at-will exploits
Nerathi Vanguard Style Con 13 or human race, any martial class Augment at-will exploits
Spear and Shield Style Int 13, any martial class, proficiency with a shield Augment at-will exploits
Spirited Rider Wis 13, Mounted Combat, any martial class Augment at-will exploits
Starlight Duelist Style Dex 13 or eladrin race, any martial class Augment at-will exploits
Swift Blade Style Dex 13, Two-Weapon Fighting, any martial class Augment at-will exploits
Trickster’s Blade Style Cha 13, any martial class Augment at-will exploits
True Arrow Style Dex 13, any martial class Augment at-will exploits
Turathi Assault Style Int 13 or tiefling race, any martial class Augment at-will exploits
Untamed Berserker Style Con 13, any martial class Augment at-will exploits
Warborn Fury Style Con 13 or warforged race, any martial class Augment at-will exploits
Warding Shield Style Int 13, any martial class, proficient with a shield Augment at-will exploits

Weapon Mastery Feats
Bola Training Dex 13, any martial class Gain proficiency with the bola, and immobilize target instead of damage
Bola Novice Bola Training, 4th level Swap one encounter attack power for binding bola
Bola Expert Bola Training, 8th level Swap one utility power for bola recovery
Bola Specialist Bola Training, 10th level Swap one daily attack power for felling bola
Net Training Str 13, any martial class Gain proficiency with the net, and slow on a hit
Net Novice Net Training, 4th level Swap one encounter attack power for net sweep
Net Expert Net Training, 8th level Swap one utility power for net shield
Net Specialist Net Training, 10th level Swap one daily attack power for net trap
Whip Training Dex 13, any martial class Gain proficiency with the whip, and impose –2 to attack rolls on a hit
Whip Novice Whip Training, 4th level Swap one encounter attack power for whip snare
Whip Expert Whip Training, 8th level Swap one utility power for whip crack
Whip Specialist Whip Training, 10th level Swap one daily attack power for entangling whip


